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�Increasing interest in use of  binary categorization for 
continous variables involving clinical or epidemiological
data (gene expressions, biomarkers, biochemical
parameters,etc.)

�Main objective to build prognostic scores for a follow-

Motivation
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�Main objective to build prognostic scores for a follow-
up event

� Easy to compute

�Classify in high and low risk

�Allows to calculate impact measures ( hazard ratios)



�Survival 60 days after leaving ICU 
depending on severity scores and
biochemical index

�Time to death or AIDS in HIV infected

Examples
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�Time to death or AIDS in HIV infected
subjects depending on age, CD4 counts , 
RNA viral load, etc.

�Cancer survival depending on  gene
expression or biomarkers



�Based on graphics of  the relationship of 
the continous variable  with the outcome

�Median or percentiles

How to select a cutpoint
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�Based on previous literature

� Based on best fit or the most significant 
relation with outcome ( minimun p-value
of all possible cutpoints)



�All values of prognostic variable except a 
proportion of extrem are cutpoints candidates

�Value that best separates  outcomes
according to  maximum test statistics or 

Minimum p-value
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according to  maximum test statistics or 
minimum p-value is choosen

�Max Log-rank test is chosen in R Maxstat
package

�Likelihood profile is chosen in our
aproximation in Stata



�Inflation or type I error rates

�Overestimate measures of effect

�Loss of information when categorizing

Caveats
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�Loss of information when categorizing

�Replicate the cutpoint in similar data



�Bonferroni correction Pbonf= pmin*n values

�considering data out P5 and P95

�P -3.13 p (1+1.65 ln(p ))

Solutions
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�Palt= -3.13 pmin (1+1.65 ln(pmin))

�Benjamini-Hochberg q values (qqvalue in 
stata)

�Cross-validation



Stata Template

� Define local  parameters (regression type, titles, variables)

�Delete missing values, select data between percentiles 5 & 
95

�Store null model
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�Store null model

�Loop among unique values of quantitative variable and
dichotomize variable

�Fit a regression model and calculate likelihood ratio test

�Save likelihood, p value in a temporary file

�Calculate Bonferroni and Benjamini-Hochberg corrections



Stata Template

� Select the minimum p-value (first obs after
gsorting)

�Plot likelihood profile and hr profile

�Top ten table of p-values
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�Top ten table of p-values

�Fit regression model with selected cutpoint

�Use html functions for output

�Saving results & graphs in html file



Example

� Data from GEMES Spanish HIV seroconverters study

�2257 HIV seroconventers

�Interested in time to death

CD4 and age as covariates
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� CD4 and age as covariates

�Find cutpoint for CD4 and age
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Top ten table
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Profile plot
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Survival after cutpoint
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Cox after cutpoint
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Survival after cutpoint
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Profile plot
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Profile plot
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Cox after cutpoint
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Further work

�Build an ado function in Stata

�Extent to more than one variable

�Extent to more than one cutpoint
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�Extent to more than one cutpoint
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